
Rt. 8, Frederick, Md. 24101 
7/22/76  

Sr, Thames /alley, Nest. Direttor 
V.S.Searat Service 
tS00 	NV 
theslametcee B.C. 

Dear feat 
April 15 the Arehives finally gave we the Memo of Transfer rather than go to 

court. They claim not to have some of the documents referred to in it. Ion will 
recall that some time ago able Secret Service did give me most of them. 

Free the Memo it appears that the documents I do not have are the last lee 
on the first pep. an =ohmage beiesea Fox, Bouok and Nadonia of November 119, 
1e63; and the December 5, 1963 Rem* letter to Stover. 

Togo Kill recall, I believe, that in my-work I have had considerable interest 
in the film and all the **unmans details; and that for some year* I have had 
an Nam* of its custody and preeesedna. I would like ny reoards to be complete. 
Se, I herewith request (*pies of these and any other relevant documents the Secret 
Service may not have givens/in the past. 

law understanding or the TOIL the Secret Sorel°e is the agency of Deressast interest unbar this lee. Se, I melee asking that you plass* send me thee* documents directly. If the Secret Service sleets to deposit sepia, elsewhere theft, of pours*, is its business. Slowever, three other agencies have been providing what is requested 
underlie, Act directly and I knee of no legal prohibition satinet this. I believe 
that under this law I do have the right to ask these documents of the &bora Service directly. If I have my ova reasons forsaking this, I also believe that if you 
think about this in the light of developments of recent years you say also see that this is a proper end perhaps preferable procoodure for the *swot florets.. 

With this Nemo there was an orshemge of letters sigma by Adedral Bo*ley and the late Robert Kennedy. The oopy of the Robert Kennedy letter provided memo of a earbon pertly soaked; at the top. It also is an unclear ow. Under the lee certain internal ameminioations are exempt from aompulsory dip:amours. At the time Robert 
Kennedy—gaga Senator, not inanemeouttee soma* The las applies to oeseuttve ageactes only. My interest Sae inlammringehe prepared that letter for signature. 
by belief is that this is elates* -asked. I would appreciate a sow of this lit-ter that is not masked unless, it does have genedme *dermal COMMUktcation en it. 

WO have discussed aspeots of these documents in the past. If you could find a 
autually satisfactory time for a little more discuseben of theakI would appreciate 
it. Getting to your office early is the morning presents no problem to ne. 

If youoanfind this time pussy also want to rearm a Ow ainutos sore 
because is thit course of other work en another subtect I have developed some 
information and belief, that may be of interest to the Secret Service. 

Sincerely, 

Harold Weisberg 


